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Abstract15

Machine learning models using seismic emissions can predict instantaneous fault16

characteristics such as displacement in laboratory experiments and slow slip in Earth.17

Here, we address whether the acoustic emission (AE) from laboratory experiments contains18

information about near-future frictional behavior. The approach uses a convolutional encoder-19

decoder containing a transformer layer. We use as input progressively larger AE input20

time windows and progressively larger output friction time windows. The attention map21

from the transformer is used to interpret which regions of the AE contain hidden information22

corresponding to future frictional behavior. We find that very near-term predictive information23

is indeed contained in the AE signal, but farther into the future the predictions are progressively24

worse. Notably, information for predicting near future frictional failure and recovery are25

found to be contained in the AE signal. This first effort predicting future fault frictional26

behavior with machine learning will guide efforts for applications in Earth.27

Plain Language Summary28

Over the last 5 years it has been shown that machine learning is a powerful tool29

to learn about the inside of faults from the acoustic emissions that the fault broadcasts.30

For instance, the emissions can inform us of the instantaneous fault displacement and31

friction in addition to timing of an upcoming earthquake in laboratory experiments as32

well as for the phenomenon of slow slip in Earth. Here we show that by applying a deep33

learning approach that has shown striking results in natural language processing and computer34

vision, the seismic emissions also contain foreshadowing information about the immediate35

future of fault friction. Remarkably, the emissions can tell us if the laboratory fault is36

about to fail, and how it will begin to recover.37

Introduction38

Applying machine learning techniques to fault slip from laboratory shear experiments39

has demonstrated that continuous acoustic/seismic signals emanating from an active fault40

contain rich information regarding the instantaneous and future characteristics of that41

system. The fault acoustic emissions are imprinted with information regarding its current42

state and where it is in the slip cycle. Indeed, the statistical features of the continuous43

seismic signal emitted from the fault and identified by the machine learning model allow44

the prediction of instantaneous fault friction, displacement, fault gouge thickness, slip45

velocity and the timing of the next laboratory earthquake (’labquake’), e.g., (Rouet-Leduc46

et al., 2017, 2018; Lubbers et al., 2018; Hulbert et al., 2019, 2019; P. A. Johnson et al.,47

2021; Wang et al., 2021). The labquake magnitude can also be predicted to a lesser degree,48

and with considerably less precision and accuracy than quantities related to timing (Hulbert49

et al., 2019).50

Other model inputs such as seismic wave velocity, wave amplitude (Shokouhi et al.,51

2021), and geodetic measurements (Corbi et al., 2019) have also been successfully applied52

to predict instantaneous and future fault characteristics. Since the seminal paper first53

describing machine learning model predictions by Rouet-LeDuc and colleagues (Rouet-54

Leduc et al., 2017), many works now exist describing these behaviors—too many to reference55

here. In addition, a Kaggle competition based on laboratory earthquake prediction was56

also recently held where many hundreds of competitors took part in developing machine57

learning models for predicting timing of the upcoming slip event (P. A. Johnson et al.,58

2021).59

In previous works, only predictions of the instantaneous characteristics and/or timing60

(magnitude) of the next slip event were attempted. The question we address here is the61

following—is there information contained in the continuous seismic signal regarding the62
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near future fault behavior including and beyond the next slip event? One might expect63

for instance, that due to a slip event the granular gouge is reset due to the intense, system64

wide perturbation associated with the labquake. We have observed previously that intense,65

externally applied dynamic perturbations–dynamic earthquake triggering–can have persistent66

impact through multiple slip cycles (P. A. Johnson et al., 2008). Such perturbations are67

considerably stronger than the seismic emission associated with the slip event however.68

Therefore it is unclear whether or not fault slip physical information can be carried within69

the fault gouge through a slip event into the next slip cycle.70

Predicting future physical behavior in the form of bulk friction from current seismic71

emissions is the focus of this work. Such work will ultimately guide efforts in Earth to72

determine if there is near-term predictive information regarding fault physical characteristics73

such as displacement and earthquake timing contained in the continuous seismic emissions74

from active faults.75

In the following, we describe the laboratory experiment and the accompanying data,76

and the deep learning modeling applied to those data. We then describe the prediction77

results and close with discussion of the results and conclusions.78

Methods79

Deep Learning Model80

The deep learning model developed here for the future activity in the laboratory81

fault experiments is based on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) designed82

as an encoder-decoder, or sequence-to-sequence, model that has shown remarkable results83

in natural language processing, computer vision, and time series modeling applications84

(Dosovitskiy et al., 2020; Li et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2021). This particular model type85

was selected because the self-attention mechanism greatly improves the performance on86

sequential data compared to earlier designs that combine an attention model with recurrent87

neural networks such as Long Short-Term Memory or Gated Recurrent Units (Bahdanau88

et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015). The success of the future prediction task relies on the89

ability of the Transformer model to learn a long-range dependency. Prior applications90

using Transformer models for long-sequence time-series forecasting have shown good results91

up to about 1000 future time points. These improvements rely on more efficient self-attention92

mechanisms such as LogSparse (Li et al., 2019) and ProbSparse (Zhou et al., 2021) that93

reduce computational complexity and memory usage.94

In this work, the deep learning model is designed to predict the future friction coefficient95

as model output using as input acoustic emission (AE) obtained from laboratory biaxial96

shear data. Our approach uses a simplified version of the Transformer model that takes97

a time series vector as input and encodes it to a high dimensional representation of the98

signal that is then fed to the latent space tensor. The coefficients are passed through the99

Transformer and output to a second latent space. A decoder branch outputs friction coefficients100

at the corresponding future time step.101

The first step is to design the input and output branches of the model as a convolutional102

encoder-decoder (CED) model and independently pre-train as an autoencoder (Figure103

1). The input-branch decoder is needed to obtain the embedding of the unit window of104

signals for a functional latent space. The output-branch encoder is needed for generating105

the target µ vectors for the teacher-forcing training stage of the Transformer. Note that106

the input decoder and the output encoder (the blocks in dashed lines in Figure 1) are107

not used in the Transformer model application, but only for model pre-training. Following108

the pre-training procedure, the parameters of the input and output CED models are fixed109

and the Transformer alone is trained using the future friction prediction data.110
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Convolutional Encoder-Decoder (CED) – Transformer Model

Transformer

Step 1: Pre-Train CED models for input and output signals separately

Input Signal

Encoder

Input Signal 
Latent Space

Decoder

Reconstructed Input Signal

Output Signal

Encoder

Output 
Signal 

Latent Space

Decoder

Reconstructed Output Signal

Step 2: Train the Transformer 
model with the pre-trained 

and fixed CED models 

Figure 1: The deep learning model architecture used for pre-training and application
to future predictions. The input signal (green column) and output signal (pink column)
show the convolutional encoder-decoders that are connected by the Transformer via the
latent space. The encoder consists of convolutional layers that take the input acoustic
emission time series and map it into a sequence of vectors in a smaller space. The vectors
are fed into a Transformer (yellow box) to predict output latent vectors and then to a
decoder which transforms them into an output sequence with the target fault friction.
The model components noted by the dashed lines are used in Step 1 for pre-training
as an autoencoder to obtain the embedding vectors and not used in Step 2 with the
Transformer for future predictions.

The latent vectors of the input AE signals are obtained by the pre-trained encoder111

model branch. For example, a total AE history of 2.56 s is encoded into a sequence of112

10 input latent vectors, each corresponding to 0.256 s windows of the input signal, with113

an embedding dimension of 64. The self-attention is the learned score representing the114

time-dependent relative importance of the input signal to the model for each prediction.115

The latent vectors are computed using a multi-head attention layer (Vaswani et al., 2017)116

in the Transformer’s encoder. These self-attention processed AE vectors are the keys and117

values to the multi-head attention in the Transformer’s decoder and the embedding vectors118

of the output µ generated in the past are the queries. The Transformer decodes to the119

next output embedding vector to match the target µ vector.120

The approach applied here uses categorical predictions that represent different embedding,121

or latent, vectors from the groups of 256 signal data. This is analogous to translating122

input texts to output token IDs for natural language processing with a Transformer model123

except that here the dictionary terms are replaced with groups of 256 signal output data124

points. The alternative approach, which was tested during model development, is to predict125

embedding vectors of dimension 64 for a regression analysis. Hereafter, we refer to using126

the model to predict latent vectors of output friction coefficients as the regression approach127

and predicting category IDs of the outputs as the classification approach. The advantage128

of the classification approach is that the Transformer only needs to predict the probability129

logits, with the maximum value corresponding to the highest probability category. In130

the regression approach, alternatively, the Transformer needs to predict all dimensions131

of the latent vectors accurately to successfully estimate the output values. We obtain132

categories of the output embedding vectors through the Vector Quantised Variational133

AutoEncoder (VQ-VAE) (Oord et al., 2017) that learns a codebook of discrete vectors134

in the latent space. All continuous vectors after the convolutional encoder are compared135

against the codebook and the discrete latent vector with the smallest euclidean distance136
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is fed to the convolutional decoder. The codebook is updated by an exponential moving137

average (Oord et al., 2017) during the training stage. In a classification model the target138

categories are the discrete latent vectors of the codebook.139

The model training is performed in 2 steps. In Step 1 the input and output CED140

branches are trained independently using the mean squared error (MSE) loss function141

between the target and reconstructed signal, plus the loss associated to the commitment142

loss in the VQ-VAE and the L2 regularization. In Step 2 the Transformer is trained using143

the classification approach for imbalanced data which focuses more on the categories that144

are difficult for the model to predict (Lin et al., 2017), since the number of values associated145

with the friction drops is much smaller than when the friction increases or is stable. Additionally,146

Step 2 is tested by training the Transformer using the regression approach with the MSE147

loss function between the target latent vectors of the output friction and the predicted148

vectors. In both training steps a batch size of 8 is used with the Adam optimizer and149

a custom learning rate scheduler. The training is terminated when the reconstruction150

loss on the validation data does not diminish for 50 epochs and the lowest validation loss151

is used for the final model.152

Hyperparameter selection and model design optimization153

Model hyperparameters and architecture are optimized for laboratory experiment154

p4677 data using a Bayesian optimizer (scikit-optimize package; Head et al., 2021) to155

train thousands of models with slightly different designs. Optimization is performed for156

the two CED models for embedding the input AE and output frictional coefficient, respectively,157

and the Transformer model for predicting future output embeddings. For the output CED158

model, the number of convolutional layers nl
out, filter size fout, kernel size kout, the number159

of codes in the VQ-VAE’s codebook nvq
out, the activation function actout and the L2 regularization160

weight l2out are optimized. Similarly for the input CED model, nl
in, fin, kin, n

vq
in , actin,161

and l2in are optimized. The hyperparameters for the Transformer include the number162

of encoder layers ntrsf
enc , the number of decoder layers ntrsf

dec , the number of attention heads163

nh
attn, and the dropout rate rdrop (see Table S1). The search space is comprised of a range164

of values for each variable listed. The objective function for hyperparameter minimization165

is the MSE between the target future friction coefficients and the predicted frictions on166

the validation data of experiment No. p4677 using AE history of 2.56 s to predict 0.256167

s into the future. Each optimization attempt is run for 500 iterations, with the first 100168

iterations using random parameter selections. The procedure is distributed onto 16 GPUs169

with 5 processes running per GPU (80 models trained simultaneously) to rapidly test170

the search space. The procedure is iterated to adjust the search spaces until the final values171

are not at the boundary limits. The optimized hyperparameters for the final model design172

are provided in Supporting Information Table S1.173

Laboratory experiment174

We use laboratory data obtained from a bi-axial shear device. The device is a double-175

direct shear apparatus comprised of three blocks with two fault gouge layers, e.g., (Marone,176

1998; P. A. Johnson et al., 2013a; Rouet-Leduc et al., 2017; P. A. Johnson et al., 2021).177

The three block system is held in place by a fixed horizontal load, while the center block178

is driven by a piston oriented perpendicular to the horizontal load. The shear stress and179

friction on the gouge layers, from the center drive block and measured with a load cell,180

is an important experimental output. The simulated fault gouge comprises class IV spheres181

(dimension from 105–149 µm). The initial layer thickness is 2 × 4 mm (two layers), and182

the roughened interfaces with the drive block have dimensions 10 cm × 10 cm. The drive183

block vertical displacement rate is 5 µm/s, corresponding to a strain rate of approximately184

1.2 × 10−3 /s. The apparatus is servo-controlled so that constant normal stress and displacement185

rate of the drive block are maintained at ±0.1 kN and ±0.1 µm/s, respectively. The apparatus186

is monitored via computer to record load on the drive block and drive block displacement187
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at 1 kHz. Once the system has been sheared to the point where it is in steady state conditions,188

the laboratory fault gouge layers fail in quasi-periodic cycles of stick and slip.189

Laboratory Data Analysis190

For the present analysis, experiment No. p4677 is used to train and validate the191

model, in which a fixed normal stress on the blocks of 2.5 MPa is maintained. Continuous192

AE broadcast from the fault zone were recorded via a Verasonics multichannel recording193

system and used as the input signal to the deep learning model, as described above. The194

coefficient of friction (µ) was used as the target output signal. The entire experiment p4677195

signals are split into 60% training and 40% validation data. These segments of signals196

are further split into sliding windows with the window size for inputs lin, the window197

size for outputs lout, the step size for the input windows lstep, and the lag between the198

start of the input and output windows llag. For the first step of training the CED models199

with instantaneous prediction data, lin = lout = lstep, llag = 0s, and lin is equal to200

the unit window length (0.256 s in the Results) of signals embedded into one latent vector.201

For the second step of training the Transformer in the latent space with future prediction202

data while keeping the pre-trained CED fixed, lin and lout are no longer required to be203

the same, llag = lin and lstep = lout to ensure zero overlapping between input and output204

windows. The values of 0.256 s, 0.512 s, 1.024 s, 1.536 s, 2.048 s, 2.56 s are tested for lin205

and lout in order to study the window size effect on the prediction accuracy of the future206

fault slips. The size of the datasets depends on the above length hyperparameters. For207

example, for future prediction data with lin = 2.56s, lout = 0.256s, llag = 2.56s and208

lstep = 0.256s, there are 694 pairs of input and output signal windows in the training209

dataset and 459 pairs in the validation dataset. Experiment No. p4581 is used as the210

testing dataset, in which progressively larger normal loads were applied and the steady211

states are at 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 Mpa normal stresses. In the following we focus on the 3MPa212

load analysis.213

All input and output signals are normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing214

by the standard deviation using the statistics extracted from the training signal data.215

For the p4677 data, the statistics from the training signals are 8.878±21.018 for the input216

AE signals and 0.652±0.0413 for the output µ. When making predictions using experiment217

p4581 data with increasing normal loads, the statistics are extracted from the first 40%218

of the signals at each normal stresses for AE and 0.435±0.024 for µ.219

Results and Discussion220

We first compared the future prediction accuracy between the classification approach221

and the regression approach, as well as between using the full waveform and AE magnitude222

signals as model inputs. We found classification outperforms regression and therefore will223

focus on these results. The optimal model we found was using the classification approach224

with the AE magnitudes as inputs after hyperparameter optimization (Table S1).225

The future prediction accuracy using progressively increasing input and output window226

sizes on the validation and testing signals are tabulated in the matrix shown in Figure227

2. A larger matrix showing more window sizes is provided in Figure S1 of Supporting228

Information. The Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) values are noted in the matrix229

figures for validation and testing, respectively. We note that average MAPE/MSE scores230

are not a perfect indicator of model performance; however, they do provide an indication231

of prediction accuracy (and are commonly applied metrics). The validation data set uses232

a portion of experiment p4677 data the model had not seen during training. The trained233

model is then applied to the p4581 testing data set for an experiment that were conducted234

at a slightly different load level (3 MPa vs. 2.5 MPa). The results show for the validation235

set that near-term predictions are about the same with the exception of the shortest window236

length. In contrast, the testing data shows degrading prediction as the input window length237
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increased beyond 2.048 s. Similarly, predictions further into the future degrade with window238

length. The best results for the training data are in the range of 1.024 - 2.048 seconds239

input and 0.256 s prediction window length. Predictions degrade with longer window lengths240

into the future. In summary, the model predictions are best for short future time sequences,241

and predictions beyond approximately 2.5 s are less good.242

(a) MAPE on p4677 Validation Data (b) MAPE on p4581 3MPa Testing Data

Figure 2: Grid search for 36 different input and prediction window lengths, showing
MAPE of future predictions using different input/output window sizes. The validation
data (left) is from experiment p4677, 2.5 MPa applied load data with 60%/40%
train/validation split, and the testing data (right) are from the experiment p4581 dataset
conducted at 3 MPa. The window highlighted with the red rectangle has the smallest
testing data error and these model predictions are plotted in Figure 3. Supplementary
matrices of MAPE results with finer window size (0.256 s step size) until 2.56 s is
provided in Figure S1.

Figure 3 shows the predictions for the time window exhibiting the best MAPE—243

the matrix element denoted with the red box in Figure 2. Figure 4 shows predictions for244

the diagonal elements shown in the right panel in Figure 2. In Figure 3 one can see that245

the predictions are reasonably good overall. Many frictional failures are predicted, as are246

the succeeding recoveries. For some slip events, the event is not well predicted and the247

onset of recovery is therefore poorly predicted, e.g., events at approximately 44 and 54248

sec. Large precursors may be predicted (e.g., approximately 120 sec) or missed entirely249

(e.g., 15 sec). While a slip event may be predicted, the full friction failure magnitude is250

not as was observed in previous works applying many different models, e.g.,(P. A. Johnson251

et al., 2021). In general the predictions improve through the slip cycle. The fact that252

the model is able to predict the failure event just before it takes place is encouraging.253

The onset of frictional recovery post-failure is also predicted in many cases suggesting254

there is knowledge contained in the AE regarding the onset of the future labquake cycle.255

The intense acoustic emission associated with the failure event apparently does not entirely256

erase fault system memory.257

From the self-attention calculated in the Transformer latent-space, the relative importance258

of different parts of the AE input for future predictions can be analyzed by plotting the259

attention scores to visualize their distribution with respect to the AE history. The top260

panel of Figure 3 shows the mean attention scores and their standard deviation, computed261

from successive sliding input windows. The attention scores represent the average of the262

attention heads for a given input window. An expanded view of eight stress cycles is shown263
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in the lower panel to better visualize the variance in the signal and the accuracy of the264

friction predictions. Where the attention scores are largest indicates time intervals when265

the AE signal is most important for the future friction predictions. In general, the self266

attention scores indicate the model predictions are better in time intervals where impulsive267

precursors occur immediately preceding failure but also where the scores fluctuate the268

most.269

Figure 3: Attention scores shown with the AE and predicted friction values for the model
shown in the red rectangle in Figure 2. In each figure the upper panel shows the mean
attention score ± 1 standard deviation when predicting segments of 0.256 s window using
2.048 s history. The lower panel is the corresponding friction prediction. The bottom
figure shows an expanded view from 25s to 110s to better highlight the time series details.
In the 8 significant fault failures during this period, the timing of 5 failures are predicted
at the correct time step, 2 are predicted after the slip event, and 1 is missed by the model.

The future predictions using the p4581 testing data for successively larger input270

and output windows as shown along the diagonal in the right panel in Figure 2 are presented271

in Figure 4. The time series data illustrate what the MAPE values listed in Figure 2 indicate.272

The 1.024 s input and output underscore the best prediction capability, and the prediction273

degrades progressively as the prediction time window size increases. Looking at the 0.256s274
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Figure 4: Test data (p4581) and the model predictions of the friction using equal length
input and output window sizes (the diagonal of Figure 2b). The friction prediction is
shown in red and the experiment measurements in black. The y-axis labels shows the
input and output window lengths 0.256s, 1.024s, 2.048s, 3.072s, 4.096s, 5.12s and the
MAPE error in parentheses. More prediction examples are provided in Supplementary
materials Figure S2 and S3.
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results the predictions are quite poor, possibly due to such a small input window size.275

For the time windows longer than 3 seconds there appears to be insufficient information276

contained in the AE signal to predict anything, but this also may reflect the model generalization.277

We note that poorer accuracy for longer window lengths could arise from the limitations278

of the Transformer model to capture long-term dependency in the latent space (embedding)279

of signals, although proven to be very successful in applications for natural language processing.280

Previous work shows good instantaneous prediction capability contained in AE continuous281

waveforms. Signal energy was identified as key to instantaneous and time-to-failure prediction282

using both decision tree and deep learning models in the laboratory experiment data (e.g.,283

Rouet-Leduc et al., 2017; P. A. Johnson et al., 2021) and for slow slip in Earth (e.g., Hulbert284

et al., 2019; C. W. Johnson & Johnson, 2021). The analysis described here shows there285

is also information contained in the continuous signal regarding the immediate future286

behavior. The model attention scores focus on the region preceding frictional failure where287

precursors occur. This is logical near failure, based on our knowledge of classical seismic288

precursors in the laboratory (e.g., P. A. Johnson et al., 2013b) and those observed often,289

but not always, in Earth (Scholz, 2002; Bouchon et al., 2013). The results also indicate290

that within the inter-event portion of the earthquake cycle, near term friction prediction291

is also possible. Perhaps most interesting is that the seismic signal contains information292

predictive of the fault friction immediately beyond the failure event when one might expect293

the system to be unstable. The attention scores do not shed light as to why this is the294

case, but it is truly intriguing and future endeavors might provide clues as to what features295

of the signal contain this information. Applying machine learning approaches such as296

that described in this work, to continuous seismic signals as well as other geophysical data,297

will continue advancing our understanding of fault activity while advancing earthquake298

hazards assessment.299
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